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FinalCutters Launches - New Website for the Final Cut Pro Community
Published on 04/16/09
Digital Heaven today announced the launch of the FinalCutters website with a prize draw to
win over $1000 of software. The site aggregates Final Cut Pro specific news, blogs and
tweets and displays them on a single page. In addition a custom Google search enables
visitors to quickly search for Final Cut Pro content and play video results in an embedded
player. FinalCutters features a daily Final Cut Pro rig photo as submitted by visitors.
London, UK - Digital Heaven, one of the leading third party developers for Apple Pro Apps,
today announced the launch of FinalCutters, a new website for the Final Cut Pro community.
Designed to offer visitors a constantly updated overview of what's happening in the world
of Final Cut Pro, FinalCutters presents the latest filtered product news, blog posts and
FCP related tweets on a single page.
Visitors to the site will also find the custom Google Search a handy feature. Whether
looking for tutorials, product information or technical help, the search provides a list
of Final Cut Pro specific text and video results. For added convenience, video result can
be viewed in an embedded player.
FinalCutters features a daily Final Cut Pro rig photo as submitted by visitors. To
celebrate the launch of the site any visitor submitting a photo of their rig on or before
Friday 15th May will be automatically entered into a prize draw.
Three lucky winners will be randomly chosen and each will receive a fantastic software
bundle worth over $1000 containing the following products:
* Magic 3D FX from CHV Electronics (worth $65)
* Loader and Plug-ins from Digital Heaven (worth $289)
* Keylight from The Foundry (worth $250)
* FxFactory Pro from Noise Industries (worth $399)
* Magic Bullet Quick Looks from Red Giant Software (worth $99)
"These are early days for the site but as we continue to add more features over the coming
months, we hope it will become a valuable resource for the Final Cut Pro community" Martin Baker, Managing Director, Digital Heaven Ltd.
FinalCutters:
http://www.finalcutters.com

Digital Heaven was founded in 2000 by ex-BBC Resources video editor Martin Baker. For six
years the company provided broadcast post production facilities for clients such as the
BBC, Channel Four and many independent production companies. After the success of their
first software products, the company shifted its focus in 2005 to exclusively concentrate
on software development. In total, 14 Final Cut Plug-ins, six applications and an eBook
have been added to the product range. Copyright 2000-2009 Digital Heaven. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Final Cut Pro are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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